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Behind the sCenes
Follow us on Instagram @christiesinc 

for exclusive pics from our jewelry 

department every Tuesday 

#christiesjewels

Color
your 
world

long admired for their rarity and sheer 

luminescence, colored diamonds can be 

a thrilling alternative to their colorless 

cousin. our forthcoming sale offers up a 

full spectrum, with hues from yellow and 

pink to ever elusive combinations like violet-

gray. each has been hand-selected by our 

specialists for its desirable hue, clarity, and 

color saturation.

lot 118

[ view  ]

lot 239

[ view  ]

lot 131

[ view  ]

lot 36

[ view  ]

lot 118 A Pair of Fancy Pink and Yellow Diamond Ear Pendants, $1,200,000-1,500,000  lot 239 A Pair of Cushion-Cut Fancy Yellow Diamond Ear Clips of 
31.17 and 30.63 Carats, by Nirav Modi, $1,400,000-1,800,000  lot 131 A Rectangular-Cut Fancy Pink-Brown Diamond Ring of 35.60 Carats, $1,400,000-
1,800,000  lot 36 A Rectangular-Cut Fancy Yellow Diamond of 21.28 Carats, $450,000-650,000  •  Cover: lot 123 An Amethyst, Emerald and Diamond 
Bangle Bracelet, by David Webb, $90,000-120,000
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long 
live the King
Known  the world over 
as the “King of diamonds,” 
harry winston transformed 
beautiful stones into 
true worKs of art with 
a visionary style that 
has endured for decades. 
harry winston (1896-1978) is recognized as one of the most 

important and influential figures in jewelry history. As the 

first and arguably most successful high-end American 

jeweler, he is as famous for the great historic diamonds he 

owned as for the remarkable designs that have adorned 

stars from royal events to the red carpet. driven by an 

insatiable passion and an astute business sense, a 

closer look reveals that his own story is as 

unique and radiant as his creations. 
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We asked senior specialist tom Burstein to share some of his longtime expertise on the subject of 

harry winston. Prior to joining Christie’s, tom served as head of u.s. retail for harry winston, where 

he was also responsible for overseeing the Company’s archives. drawing on his encyclopedic knowledge 

of all things winston – both the man and the brand – tom gave us the inside scoop on the jeweler’s 

unrelenting love of gems, his numerous technical innovations, and the legacy that lives on today. 

“Harry Winston is 

associated WitH tHe most 

famous diamonds and 

people of tHe 20tH century, 

and Was brilliant at 

connecting tHe tWo. He 

Was as fluent Working 

WitH bankers on a major 

diamond purcHase as He 

Was meeting WitH master 

cutters or Having tea WitH 

tHe duke and ducHess of 

Windsor.”
 – Tom Burstein, Senior Specialist, Christie’s

   tburstein@christies.com

Jeweler to the stars harry winston was the first to 

popularize the jewelry world’s association with hollywood and red carpet 

style, earning him the famed moniker: “Jeweler to the stars.” in 1944, he 

loaned jewelry to Academy Awards Best Actress nominee Jennifer Jones 

to accessorize her black dress. Jones went on to win the golden statue, but 

it was winston who made history that night. the event marked the first 

publicized loan of fine jewelry to an actor for the oscars.

on display  winston did not keep his love of gemstones and jewels 

to himself. Beginning in the late 1940s, he assembled a collection of the 

rarest and most historic pieces into what he called the Court of Jewels. the 

centerpiece of this collection, the legendary hope diamond, was joined by 

the world-famous star of the east, Jonker and Mclean diamonds, as well as 

the Catherine the great sapphire and the spanish inquisition necklace. the 

Court of Jewels toured throughout north America in an effort to raise public 

awareness of the importance of great jewels. this initiative culminated in 

winston’s donation of the hope diamond to the smithsonian institution in 

1958, which helped to found the museum’s national gem Collection.

giving bacK  each of the major touring exhibitions winston 

organized in his lifetime included a charitable component. the Court of 

Jewels admission fees generated support for both local and national charities, 

including the united hospital Fund and the national Foundation for infantile 

Paralysis (now the March of dimes). in keeping with winston’s legacy, 

philanthropy remains a cornerstone of the brand’s identity through the harry 

winston Charitable Program.
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the wonders 
oF winston

a sparKling selection from 
the upcoming new yorK 
magnificent Jewels sale 
showcases the unsurpassed 
quality and integrity behind the 
winston name, underscoring 
the company’s motto, rare 
Jewels of the world.

“i love tHe diamond business. it’s a 

cinderella World. it Has everytHing! 

people! drama! romance! precious stones! 

speculation! excitement! WHat more could 

you Want?”
 – Harry Winston

consummate craftsman  

“winston’s love of gemstones was expressed 

in the jewelry created in his workshop. Most 

likely, each diamond in this necklace was 

acquired in its rough state and subsequently 

cut and assembled by winston’s workmasters 

into this elaborate design. the brilliant green 

emeralds are perfectly matched in color, shape 

and gradation.  highly fluid, this necklace 

wears like a silk ribbon.”

perennial favorite   “the harry 

winston diamond cluster motif is an icon 

of the house.  it is to jewelry what the black 

dress is to fashion. the cluster technique 

refers to the use of various shaped diamonds 

set at different angles, held in place by 

discreet platinum settings that create a sense 

of three-dimensionality. the cluster earring 

can be worn on its own, or it can be paired 

with other pendants as seen here.”

above: lot 208  [ view  ]
An Emerald and Diamond Necklace, 
by Harry Winston, 1955
$800,000–1,200,000

lot 209  [ view  ]
A Pair of Colombian Emerald and Diamond 
Ear Pendants of 24.48 and 21.60 Carats, 
Cluster Tops by Harry Winston, 1961
$680,000-850,000
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At age 24, when the young entrepreneur 

arrived at the New Netherlands Bank 

of New York to discuss his first loan, 

bank officials dismissed 

him, asking him to return 

with his “boss.”  •  The 

value of jewels Winston 

owned at any one time 

was so great that by the 

1950s, he held the largest 

policy for jewels ever 

underwritten by Lloyd’s 

of London. The insurance 

specialists prohibited 

Winston from having his 

face photographed in 

the press due to security 

issues.  •  According to 

a profile written in 1958, 

the master jeweler dined 

on a daily lunch of a 

cup of tea and two graham crackers.   
•  Winston was the first to broadcast 

the cutting of a major stone on live 

television. In 1968, America watched 

as the famous Lesotho diamond was  

cleaved and subsequently cut into 18 

polished diamonds, 

one of which was 

purchased by 

Aristotle Onassis 

for jacqueline 

Kennedy onassis’ 

engagement ring.

  •  An estimated 7 

million viewers visit 

the Hope diamond 

every year at the 

Smithsonian, a 

figure rivaled only 

by the Mona lisa.

  •  Winston had 

the rare distinction 

of being called 

out by name in 

Marilyn Monroe’s red-hot rendition of 

“Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend” in the 

1953 classic, Gentlemen Prefer  Blondes.

did you Know...?

lot 139  [ view  ]
A Rectangular-Cut E-Color 
Diamond Ring of 19.31 
Carats, by Harry Winston
$500,000-700,000

lot 261  [ view  ]
A Marquise-Cut D-Color 
Diamond Ring of 7.53 
Carats, by Harry Winston
Circa 1961
$450,000-650,000

lot 294  [ view  ]
A Marquise-Cut D-Color 
Diamond Ring of 23.30 
Carats, by Harry Winston
$2,500,000-3,500,000

“jeWels are 

more tHan my 

love and my 

life; tHey are 

an insatiable 

obsession.”
– Harry Winston

a cut above “Proclaimed the ‘King of diamonds’ by Cosmopolitan 

magazine in 1947, there is no doubt that he had a special love for diamonds 

and centered much of his career around this passion.  it is often said that Mr. 

winston would actually mourn the loss of a diamond once it was sold.” 
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we’ve long admired this 

new yorK city-based 

beauty maven for her 

effortless style and 

impeccable taste – not 

to mention the superior 

quality of her family’s 

eponymous cosmetics 

and sKincare line. it turns 

out that olivia’s love 

of Jewelry runs deep (“my 

grandmother’s nicKname 

was ‘biJou’ – french for 

‘Jewel’ – so it’s in my 

blood!”), and we couldn’t 

wait for her to dish on her 

signature style, her go-to 

pieces, and her favorite 

picKs from our april sale.

oliviA 
ChAnteCAille, 
Creative Director, Chantecaille Cosmetics

how would you 
describe your style?
downtown chic. it’s a mix of my 

nyC life and my French heritage.

what is your greatest 
rule of thumb 
when it comes to 
accessorizing?
Jewelry is about beauty and 

elegance. it’s an expression of 

myself and serves to enhance and 

inspire.

what piece of Jewelry 
do you always wear? 
My gold Cartier tank Française 

watch. My wedding ring. A small 

gold bracelet that i bought in st. 

Barts, where my husband and i got 

married. he wears a similar one 

made of wood. 

what’s one Jewelry 
trend to follow?
simple, understated earrings. 

right now i’m wearing a lot of ted 

Muehling – his minimalist designs 

are so sophisticated. i’m also loving 

all the ocean-inspired designs we’re 

seeing this season. 

what’s inspired you 
lately? 
i keep a jewelry notebook where 

i can make sketches when i see 

something interesting. inspiration 

often strikes when i’m looking at 

antique furniture and design. i 

recently saw a beautiful rococo 

mirror that gave me an idea for a 

pair of earrings. i’d love to work 

with a designer friend to bring them 

to life!
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“i have several of Buccellati’s decorative 

pieces for the home and have long admired 

their jewelry designs. My husband knew 

this gold ring was something i would love – 

he surprised me with it for my birthday.”

we asKed olivia to share a few special 
pieces from her own collection...

“this vintage sapphire ring by Cartier is very 

special to me. on the eve of our wedding, 

my husband pulled me aside and told me i 

was missing my ‘something blue.’” 

“i wear a lot of pieces by Faraone Mennella. the designers 

are very dear friends of mine, and their creations are 

simple yet classic enough for everyday.”

Most Coveted
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focal point 

“Brooches aren’t something that i typically 

wear, but this one really captivated me. i 

can see it being a great accessory to the 

ruffled dresses that we saw all over the 

runways this season.”

lot 87    [ view  ]
A Tourmaline, Sapphire and Diamond 
Starfish Brooch, by Jean Schlumberger, 
Circa 1945
$30,000-50,000

effortless style 

“this feels like the perfect accessory 

for a weekend spent antiquing in east 

hampton. i’d wear it with a light blue 

olatz silk top, a pair of skinny jeans, and 

lanvin flats.”

lot 134    [ view  ]
A Lapis Lazuli and Gold 
“Alhambra” Necklace, by 
Van Cleef & Arpels
$10,000–15,000

urban glamour
“the steel settings on these hemmerle 

pieces are so clean and chic. they 

would look great with a tailored tuxedo 

suit from stella McCartney or ysl. very 

‘new york.’”

lot 191    [ view  ]
A Pair of Diamond, Colored Diamond 
and Steel Ear Clips, by Hemmerle
$40,000-60,000

lot 192    [ view  ]
A Fancy Gray Diamond Ring of 2.04 
Carats, by Hemmerle
$15,000-20,000

where 
to wear

go for gold 

“this bracelet is a quintessentially classic piece. 

we’re launching Chantecaille’s Fall collection in 

May, and this would be the perfect piece to wear 

for the press launch. i would pair it with a dress by 

giambattista valli, one of my favorite designers.”

lot 85    [ view  ]
A Diamond and Gold Bracelet, 
by Van Cleef & Arpels
$10,000–15,000 

olivia tells us how 
she’d style these 
highlights from our 
april sale
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